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        Latest Highlights

Welcome to our blog – your resource for the latest industry trends, emerging products and technology, and exciting corporate news. Enjoy!
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                EltaMD Delivers Sun Care That is  Also A Luxurious Skin Care

                	09-05-23
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                Michael Pizzorno CEO, Salient Medical Solutions Melanie Timms Senior Product Development and Commercialization Manager, EltaMD Safe and effective mineral-based sunscreen absorbs quickly, calms and protects sensitive skin, and fights the signs of aging. You have probably heard it is important to wear sunscreen every day, all year round. Many people skip this step though, because […]
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                What Is Toner Used For?

                	11-11-21
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                If you’ve previously dismissed toner as an unnecessary step in your skincare routine, you may want to think again. Toner is a water-based product that can be spritzed or gently pressed onto the skin, usually after cleansing. While facial toners have gained a bit of a bad reputation in the past for causing irritation and […]
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                Fall Cleanup!

                	09-08-21
	Cleanup
	Devices
	Skincare


                Hopefully, you’ve enjoyed the summer. As September approaches, we’re back to thinking about kids going back to school, closing up the cottage and preparing for the next phase of the year. For those in the aesthetic world, we also know that Fall brings an increase in business, with clients desirous to look their best, experience […]
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                The Benefits Of Using Zinc  For Acne

                	03-06-21
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                Zinc is a nutrient your body needs for all kinds of functions, from healing wounds to helping the immune system fight off bacteria and viruses. Most people get enough zinc from their diets, but if they don’t, it may lead to several problems like hair loss and skin conditions. According to MedlinePlus, some people with acne have been […]
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                Can You Repair Sun-Damaged  Skin And Reverse Aging?

                	18-05-21
	Cleanup
	Devices
	Skincare


                What Does “Sun-Damaged Skin” Mean? Sun damage manifests as sunburns or tans. Yes, even a tan is damage. These are both signs that your skin is getting too much ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Acute sunburns are painful, and once the inflammation and redness resolve, your skin may blister and peel. These effects are unfortunate but short-lived. The […]
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                Still Recovering from COVID

                	26-03-21
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                Well, most of us have been hunkered down for the past year, waiting for shutdowns to be lifted, waiting for vaccines, implementing preventative measures, in short, standing by for life to return to some semblance of normal. For business owners, particularly those in the aesthetic space, it’s been a tough year. Many have been shut […]
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                Add Aesthetic Procedures to Your Practice Without Losing Face

                	08-01-21
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                Medical professionals are increasingly adding aesthetic procedures to their current medical practice. This is generally done to diversify incoming revenue, de-emphasize reliance on government for-fee services, provide additional services to an existing patient base or simply to challenge a practitioner by pursuing an additional area of expertise. Often, with a relatively small investment, a practitioner can add significant revenue, including the associated profit, and result in better […]
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                How To Prevent Dry Skin: Preparing For Cooler Weather

                	24-12-20
	Cleanup
	Devices
	Skincare


                As the seasons change, you may also notice a change in your skin. Shifting from the sunny warmth of summer to the dryness of autumn can be a shock to even the healthiest skin. Suddenly, skin is faced with temperamental weather conditions like rain, wind, dry air, cold temperatures, and indoor heating. It is possible, […]
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                Addressing Learning in a  Changing Climate

                	18-11-20
	Salientmedical
	Skincare


                E-learning has evolved in many ways across all sectors of business, healthcare since it was first coined in the 1960’s1. E-learning refers to the use of software and online tools as a means to deliver educational content. Jump ahead 40 years, to 2020, the year of notable change in most of what we do day to day, […]
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            Newsletter Sign-up

Sign up with your email address to receive the latest corporate highlights, industry trends and more.
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